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of the Redemption 
\\ E S 1 ll I 'I () I 0 W A 
Gift Shop • Cafe • Museum • Campground 
For tour times and mformolion, coli 800-868-3641 
or visit westbendgrotto.com 
Missouri Valley, Iowa 
DeSoto NatiOI\3.1 Wtldltfe Refuge Photo by Gary Caldwell 
• 220 Motel Rooms 
• C1ty Park w1th over 70 electnc 
hook-up campmg spaces 
• Loess Htlls Scemc Byways 
• Hrstoncal V1llage & Welcome Center 
• DeSoto Natrona! Wrldli fe Refuge 
• Wrlson Island State Recreation Area 
• Museum of Religrous Arts 
• Wtsecup Farm Museum 
• Antique/Craft Mall 
Call: 712-642-2553 
www.missourivalleychamber.com 
Deep blue waters, 
endless entertainment 
and the magic of our 
historic amusement park .•• 
Welcome to 
CRESTON 
Iowa 
Call or visit our websi te today! 
CRESTON 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
208 W Taylor • P.O Box 471 • Creston, lA 50801 
Phone 641-782-7021 
www crestonrowachamber com 
Enjoy 
museums, live 
production theatre . sports, 
'World's Greatest" county 
farr, "city style" shopping 
and drning. The area 
also offers hunting, 
canoeing, fishrng, 
the "miracle" 
playground, 
skate park, 
family-fun 
aquatrc 
center, 
and mrles 
of brke trails 
Spencer's newly rnrtli'ltl>t111;3 
Cultural D1stnct anc4. 
recently des1gnated 
Downtown H1stonc 
01stnct 
welcomes 
you 
1nn WILDEST AlftiiM 
7401 SW 9th St. 
Moines, lA 50315 
515-323·8383 
IINNI.blankparlaoo.com www.booneiowa.com 
~.\\l.' 1.800.266.6312 
Iowa's 
Largest 
Selection 
of Sports, 
Sportswear 
and Footwear 
for the entire 
family! 
Explore 
85 Specialty Shops 
under one roof! 
Fun for Everyone 
Spend an hour ... 
spend the day! 
Youre right, you can find 
com everywhere)lere! 
Marshalltown 
make it your destination 
CONVENTION & VISITORS BUREAU 
FEATURING 
Iowa 's lARGEST Lake 
Pella TULIP TIME Fest1val 
Knoxville NATIONALS 
MfGRE OR- ~ fJJ 
/=:~ Y MARQUETTE 
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• 1:.11 g) \ lound' ;:\auonal Monument 
• 'ip< ol.. CJ\C • P1!..c' Peal.. St.•l• I' 1rl; 
• Rc,laUI'mh C.. Ca.,mo • Hl,tc>n< Mam 'itrcct 
• \\mel) C.. 5p.~ • Spcc1.1lt~ &. \nuquc Shop' 
• l.ot.l)!in!; &. Campmg • Ri,.:r Boalln)' & !l.lu,curn' 
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-+£ mcgreg-marq.or 
Even our scenery is handcrafted ... 
. . . & i7% lernA dj' a dtflia J?tflt!t'l. 
No mass production No chatn stores. 
No assembly hne mentality Come to 
Amana Colomes to enJOY umque foods, 
goods and hospttahty that are 
as ong1nal as you are. 
1-800-579-2294 
www.AmanaColon1es.com The Handcrafted Escape 
t' 
~'&" a (1ree Vi.!ittvrc 
fjuide afl.d 
ulj.o'Uttai.Um cut 
. tb catine. 
J.'J{}C-25-!J'W!JU!. 
www..tnedttut6 cati.ne..co.tn 
Outdoors I 
Mount Pleasant, Iowa 
't it here! 
Panoram1c v1cws of the 
MISSISSIPPI Rl\er, un1que shops, 
h1stonc B&Bs, bluff top park, 
lock and dam, eagle watchmg. 
5&3·87%·5830 
www.bellevueia.com 
OUNTY 
/I 
Btrdmg • Arboretum 
Boaong • Swtmmtng 
Htktng I Btktng Tratls 
~.!h •no • Hunong • Camptng 
PLAN YOUR 
Heron Eco Tours 
Cl:w I A Baseball 
c~'"-'Jt'/ >~·.),,_ 
Rtvervtew ~estaurant 
Full Servtce Manna 
IOWA ADVENTURE 
Call 800-345 IOWA. Ext 394. 
for a FREE travel gu1de. 
OFFERS FOR SALE 
IOWA 
U$! 
Log cabins with sewer, water, electricity. 
Various sizes of cabins and lots 
available. Cabins adjoin Yellow River 
Forest. Over 8,500 acres to hunt, fish, 
cross-country ski, snowmobile, hiking, 
equestrian trails & bird watching. To 
view model cabin or for more 
information call 319-360-5617 or 
563-380-4394 
SOLD FACTORY DIRECT 
You save 20°/o 
Pre-owned units also available 
See & test drive at 
BORN FREE MOTORCOACH 
Highway 169 North • Humboldt, lA 50548 
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DNRMISSION 
J o con,cr w ;md l'nh;tncl' our natural r~sources m coopera· 
tmn wll h mdividuills ~nd organiLations to 1mprove the quality 
of life for Iowans ancl (•nsur<• a ll'gacy for future generations. 
EDITORIAL MISSION 
Wt· ' lrivt· to op<·n tht· door to tht• bl·auty and uniqueness 
of Iowa·, natural r~sourn·~. inspir~ people to gel outside 
and <'XIIl'rwnn· lnwa and In motivate outdoor-minded 
ritin·ns to undt·rstand and l·.m· for our natural rt•sourn'' · 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
rtu• Kcept·r~ of thl· Land program matches volunte~rs 
with n.uural n·•ourcl' wrvict' net'ds statewide. 
Gtvt• back In lu~>.t's land,, walt·r, and 'kit', , 
C.tll 515-281·0!1711 to match }our interests wath needs 
or vis1t """' kt·t·p< rwfthcland org. 
HOW TO DONATE 
Charitabh• gl\'mg of land funds. and goods and 
Sl·rvin•,. gn·.ttlr cnhanc .. s Iowa's outdoor living. 
Cunt.ll t . Dian<' Fnrd·Shivvt·rs at 515-281·63-11 . 
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT 
Till' I>NR N.tlurt· Stun· ofk 1 s appar.•l o<nd gifts 
with profits for slill<' parks. Ordl•r on lim• at 
www. iuwan.:tt un.~stort~ .rom 
SUBSCRIBER SERVICES 
To 'ub"-rilw. or lnr .my 'ubsniptwn ,s,Ul'' or 
qut'slion' call 1 ·800·36 1 8072 !\.Iunday through Friday 
from 7 ;un. tu II p m or Wt'~kt'nds II am. to li p.m 
h)r l't.l~P In pruc.:t•s, lng. lll .. a"\t' h,tvt• an tssue with 
a mailing l~bl'l .t,ailablt• .tt tina· of rail To pur.·hasc 
.t 'ingle n•1•Y for $3.50. call 5 i '><!1!1 ·59H! 
LEARN MORE 
Our wi'I>P·U!I'. ""'" Ill\\ aclnr.yu' '' loadt•d \\tth 
information lor ~II ~gt•s and nn·ds Bur hn·nst·s. rescrn• 
•·amJ"ih·s or lt·.lrn mon· about our •·nv•rnnn~t-nt on lint• 
._..C o_N.T RIBUT oB.s 
DIANE MICHAUD 
LOWRY "k..ayaking 
allows mt to be outside 
and photoJ.,JTaph from 
a diff<'n•nt p<'rspective," 
says Diant• Michaud 
Lowry, an Anws pho-
tographer with 
images in catalogs and uniwrsity pubhcat1ons. 
An aVJd year-round kayakt•r. slw's paddk·d 
Puget ':;ound, the Everglades. thl Gulf Coast, 
Lake Superior and most of lov.a C..,hl ts 
a member of 'Ow Skunk Rivt•r Paddkrs 
The Iowa \\l1itewater Coalition and (t·ntral 
Iowa Paddler-. 
RON HUELSE of 
KnoX\IIIl has spent 
six year~ photograph-
ing wildliflo. insects 
and birds near Lake 
Red Hock when not 
<.:}ding. hiking or 
voluntt•ering An avid 
paddler. he also helps lind sponsors to rein-
troduce osprt>y locally and raise~ awareness 
of siltation issues at till' reservoir. lie'~ a 
recent re t1ree w1th 'mon· hobbies than I 
have time for." 
JIM MESS INA of 
Pramt• \\ mgs l\IL-dia 
Produl'tions 111 ( edar 
Rapids. has 21 years 
ol work in nature 
wildlift•, sports. 
travel . edul'ational 
and mdustnal photos. 
His work has appeared in C..,it•rra Club and 
Smithsonian Institution books, The Iowan 
and the Iowa Natural Hrrztage FoundaiiOII 
Magazme. A winner of lht• Nikon Opt1cs 
award for close-up photography, he's 
ea1ned three best of show awards in the 
Midwest Interpretive As..;ociation competi-
tion at DeSoto National Wildlife Refuge 
JENNIFER WILSON 
is a travt>l wnter 
who writes for Better 
Homes & Gardu1s 
and i\lulwrst lu•mg 
Originall~ from 
( olfax. slw's now 
a nt} shcker \\ 1th 
a yard full of pra1ne plants 111 Dt•s \loim•s. 
wi lsonhof(@m sn .com 
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ABOUT THIS PHOTO 
Ftrst- t tme climber Julia Smith o f Cedar Rapids reflects after 
a cli mb at Palisades-Kepler State Park. "It was the best day 
I've ever had What an exper ience wi th your friends and family. 
It was wonderful" Read m ore on page 16. 
ABOUT TH E COVER 
DNR Ecologist John Pearson photog raphed Cordova Cliffs at Lake 
Red Rock after landtng hts kayak and scrambltng up the rocky face. 
"Iron oxide tn the sa ndstone weat hers much like rust ," he says of 
the red hues. "The rock's slanttng lines, or cross beds, formed as 
I JUNE 2008 
I I 
sand grams settled out of an anetent nver." Over time sandbars 
stacked up and eventually turned to rock Geologists use the slant 
patterns to learn about past rivers. About 300 mtllton years ago 
the river ran northeast to southwest, carrytng sedtment from the 
Appalachian Mountains-then as htgh as the current Rockies -
to a shallow sea in the Great Plams. 
Near the photo location ts t he Cordova Observation Tower 
on the north shore. It features the world 's longest and tallest 
conti nuous set o f fiberglass statrs, ascen ding 106 feet. 
Th e M tdwest's la rgest obse rvation tower makes fo r an ideal 
panoram ic sunset view. 
-~-
T oGETHER 
Make memories for a child with backyard night crawler hunts. 
M YTH BUSTERS 
Don't let a tmy tzck suck away your outdoor fim Fret not the 
weekend's full campground, boldly go where campers aren't 
O uTDOOR SKILLS 
Learn the mght's temperature from a cncket, prevent 
' blrsters wzth duct tape and remove a tzck wztlz a noose. 
A DMIRATION AND LEGACY 
See how Eagle Scouts help out at Mines of Spain in Dubuque, 
how students replace grafitti with trees and meet a man who 
has in tailed solar-powered lights to fire rings in northeast Iowa 
L osT IN IOWA 
Go wzld zn Palrsades-Kepler State Park-from rock climbing 
to whztewater kayakzng to observing starry lteaz•ens. 
M Y BACKYARD 
Learn to keep birds from striking windows. Adopt szmple 
steps to prevent common debris from harming wzldlife. 
~LD CUISINE 
Simple, southern-inspired fried flathead catfish, roast leg of 
venison and goose liver pate recipes from the Redhead in Solon. 
W ARDEN'S DIARY 
r n n A o y, "-TT J A 
Meet a butterfly that lays its eggs on a toxic plant. Upon hatch, 
the hungry larvae eat the plant to become toxic to predators. 
DEPARTMENTS 
+----liR.ECTOR'S MESS_AGE _____ ·~~ 
• 
\ \ 
D>r years, Hon<'y (.reck Resort State Park has been a concept on paper . 
.fl In just a few sh01t months, it will be a reali ty on the landscape 
After many} t·ars of planning and hard work, the resort park will open 
in August. Iowa's new "Destination Stale Park" will combme outdoor 
recreational activities along with famtl} vacation amenities. The 850-acre 
park, on Lake Rathbun in southern Iowa. will open with a 105-room lodge, 
a convention centL•r accommodating up to :mo JH'oplc. restaurant. lounge, 
indoor water park. 18·hole golf course. RV park, boat dock. boat ramp, fishing 
facihttes and multi·purposc trails. 
It will be a gateway to many of those who want to be more involved, 
but not necessarily had an opportumty to do so \t a ttme when the state 
recognizes that recruitment and retention of workers is a future challenge, 
Honq Creek is an incredibly bold step to improving Iowa's quality of life. 
It will offer the right biL•nd of expenences appl aling to a wide array of our 
citizens. from established outdoor enthustasts to those who are looking for 
their first taste of thl'Sl' pursUits Hone} C.n c k Rt sort State Park signals that 
we arc optimistic about our state's future and are v.illtng to make significant 
investments toward long-term quality of life improvements. 
As DNR dtrcctor, it is gratifying to llll' that the resort \\tll combine t,.,.o of Iowa's best assl'ls-our stunning natural 
resources and tlw <.'Xpertise and expl•rienn• of our D\;R staff who will be on hand to provtde a wide vanety of natural 
resources Interpretation and environnwntaleclucatton programs. 
I hope } ou will take the opportunity to celebrate the opening of Horwy 
Creek Resort ~late Park with me this fall, and have the opportunity to vbit 
in the ver y near future. 
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Crawl Your Way To Family Memories 
Of the counlless childhood days spen t 
fishing with the family, many of the vivid 
memories are not just of lazy afternoo ns 
on the water, but of quiet, yet exhilarating 
nights in the backyard chasing the bait. 
Lumbncus terrestris-THE N IGHTCRAWLER. 
Loved by robins, prized by anglers and 
pursued by fathers and sons (and mothers 
and daughters): this plump and slimy delicac} 
works magic on nearly every fish species 
Collecting nightcrawlers was a rite of passage, 
bringing together families for an inexpensive, 
family prelude to a day fishing. 
Nightcrawlers are available by the metric 
ton in April and early May when flushed from 
the ground by spring rains to line sidewalks, 
streets and parking lots. They're available, 
albeit difficult to catch, during summer, when 
partially exposed during cool, damp nights. 
And if properly cared for, nightcrawlers can last 
an entire season, from spring spawn to fall feed 
Keep nightcrawlers in a cool. dark place 
in either commercial bedding or garden soil 
A commercial cornmeal-based worm food will 
keep your bounty fat and sassy: just make 
sure to follow package labels. Rotting or dead 
vegetation can be added as well. Whichever is 
used, the key is to keep it moist-not wet. Use 
a spray bottle filled with rainwater or distilled 
water to dampen bedding as needed. 
A spare refrigerator in the basement or 
garage is ideal; set to arou nd 50 degrees. Or 
find a cool, shady spot out of the way. Make 
sure the container has a secure lid. Put a brick 
on top to make sure no 'crawlers get away. 
When fishin g, take only the nightcrawlers 
you intend to use and keep them cool. 
Nigh tcrawlers s tress easily in heat. Release 
any leftover nightcrawlers on the ground after 
a tri p to avo id killing your home stock. 
Check on s tored nightcrawlers regularly 
and remove any dead or s tressed crawlers. 
One dead nightcrawler can wipe out an 
entire box. And you don't have to guess if the 
crawlers went south ... your nose will tell yo u. 
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For most of my life, cancer has been a d1stant threat. Lance Armstrong was 
about as emotionally mvolved as I got. But over th1s last year 1t h1t not only close 
to home, but w1th my Sister and cousin dealing w1th the d1sease, at home as well. 
W1th my s1ster Betty, my friend Cal, my cousm J1m, and associate and 
fnend Steve, I seem to be m the middle of a cluster. Th1s fact was dr1ven 
home to me dunng a recent conversation I had w1th Steve France, a retired 
physical education educator in West Des Momes 
Steve called to let me know that he would work me mto his schedule 
' after h1s chemo, a shot he would take 24 hours later to help his white blood 
cell count, and pheasant hunting. Later he le~ a message saymg he didn t 
get any pheasants .. but at least his dog got some exerc1se, as d1d he. 
For Steve gettmg out mto the f1elds and walkmg w1th h1s dog was an 
end unto itself. No b1rd ... no problem. It was a good day for Steve, h1s dog, 
and of course some pheasants. 
Later that day as I was driving home, an author was being interviewed 
on t he rad10 about her book on the Civil War. She sa1d, ''When you are forced 
to think about death, it heightens your appreciation for life" 
On that day I had a heightened apprec1at1on for Steve. I said that he was 
retired, but that IS like saying Lance Armstrong IS re t ired. Steve spends a 
s1gmficant amount of time lobbymg the legislature for the Iowa Assoc1at1on 
for Health, Phys1cal Education, Recreat1on and Dance. His goal is to promote 
quality daily phys1cal educat1on a'nd he 1s t1reless m that effort. 
Steve knows about the health benefits of phys1cal activity, he knows 
how activi ty can 1mprove brain functions, and he knows how da1ly act1v1ty 
can prov1de a boost to your I'Tl€ntal state no matter what your age 
For the last two years Lance Armstrong has provided us a h1gh profi le 
cancer surv1vor as he has ndden across Iowa Let me assure you we have 
another activist out there t rampmg across our f1elds or ang ling on our great 
lakes, also campa1gnmg for the health of our k1ds. The fact that he maintams 
this effort between h1s own chemo treatments IS mspiring. 
Let me tell you, there are heroes amongst us. 
I usually encourage readers to add act1v1ty to their routine. On this 
occas1on I suggest you cons1der screening. If there IS a family history 
or 1f you are at increased risk for certain cancers you may need to start 
screenmg at an earlier age or be screened more often Those with 
symptoms that could be related to cancer shou ld see the1r doctor as soon 
as poss1ble Checkmg w1th your doctor and rev1ew1ng schedules ava il able 
from the Amencan Cancer Soc1ety are both w1se choices. 
The ACS s1te at www.cancer.org provides a useful health check Th1s quick 
and easy s1te offers s1mple questions and useful answers for you or loved ones. 
You can get an Instant personalized health act1on plan to share w1th your doctor. 
Tim Lane is the fitness consultant with thr Iowa Department 
of Publtc Health He is also a maratlwnrr. former director of the 
National Skt Patrol, climber, volleyball coach and cyclist. He has 
cycled across Amenca once and Iowa 25 times He's a regular 
partzcipanl m RAGBRAI and developed the Ride Right safety 
program Ttm also helped design and promotes Lighten Up Iowa. 
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chitJren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A . jay Winter educates up to 20,000 Iowa children 
rach year as the DNR's training specialist at the 
Sprwgbrook Conservation Education Center. 
Why do animals have different feet? 
DECLAN, age 4 
The next time you and a child see a track 
or animal. take time to examine and explain 
the details Here arc -..ome basics. 
Wildlife U'it. their fl'ct ju!->t like human ... -
for walking, running. standing. grooming and 
grabbing food Each an• different. designed 
specifically for that animal or species 
Whttetailed deer have a spectalized thick nail. 
or hoof. designed for runnmg from prey and 
pawing for food ~mall mammals' feet arc adapted 
lor walking and gathl•ring food. T hese soft-footed 
animab have pad-.. to n'duce friction and cushion 
limb~ when runnmg Paws also contain claws for 
digging, such as the badger. or sharp. cur ved 
claws for climbtng, like the squirrel 
Aquatic animals often have webbed fee t to 
atde propulsion. -;ave energy on long swims, 
catch pre} and esc,tpe pt edators Webbed feet 
al..;,o provide suppor t in mudd) environ ments 
A beaver's webbed hind feet have split toes u~l·d 
to comb otl through fur for waterproofing 
Birds have d iffe r ent feet. too Raptors · talon" 
are designed for plrching and grabbtng 
a meal, but limits walking. Songbirds. hov.:cver. 
can pe rch, walk or hop on the ir feet. which aids 
in food g athe ring and roosting in man} settings. 
Most birds have thn·c fon' ard-facing toes 
and one pointtng back C.ltmbmg birds. such a~ 
woodpecke rs. ha\l l\\0 toes forward and two back 
to bette r cling to tree bark Wading btrds . ..;,uch 
as the great blue heron. have long toes to provide 
support in muddy an•cts. 
a 
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Male deer t1ck on left, 
female on right. 
I GOT BIT BY LITTLE TICK! 
I HAVE LYME DISEASE!! 
In its adult form, the deer (or blacklegged) ttck. is the only 
known carrier of Lyme disease in the Midwest and the smallest 
species found m Iowa However, just because you pluck a 
sesame seed-sized tick from your skin does not mean you 
w11l contract th1s fpared malady or even that the creatuFe 
is the lrodes scapularts or deer tick. 
Like all ticks. deer ticks have a four stage life cycle: egg, 
larva, nymph and adult. Because other species. such as the 
American dog tick or the lone star tick, are sim1lar s1zed 
during their larval and nymphal stages, they may be easily 
misidentified as deer ticks. Identifying ticks who share Iowa's 
outdoors can be mite-e difficult, but don't let th1s pesky 
arachnid bug you. Several experts from Iowa State Univ<'rsity's 
Lyme Disease Surveillance Program team can assist If you arc 
bitten you may submit the tick to the team for identification 
While reserving a camps1te is the only sure-fire way to 
guarantee a home-away-from-home for the holiday weekend, 
it IS not a prerequ1s1te for a fun-filled family campmg tnp, 
says DNR Parks Bureau Chief, Kevin Szcodronski. 
Half of state park camps1tes are reserveable up to three 
months m advance of arnval, leavmg ample opportunities 
for late arrivers. While most parks are busy on any g1ven 
weekend, only a small handful of the bus1est-Gull Pomt on 
West Lake OkobOJI, Rock Creek in Jasper County, V1king Lake 
m Montgomery County and Wilson Island 1n Pot tawattam1e 
County-typically fill on a normal weekend. 
Even if you are certain your pest is not a deer tick, Dr. 
Lync Bartholomay, principal investigator at ISU's Medical 
Entomology Laboratory cautions. "Other o.;,pccics may carry 
bacteria responsible for disease transm1ss1on other than 
Lyme disease and identificatiOn 1s 1mperat1vc in seekmg 
proper med1cal attention." Forty percent of the ticks 
submitted to the team in 2007 were deer ticks. For detalls 
on the ticks collected, see www.ent.lastate.edu/ mea,ent -~.-
t1cksurvey2007 
<\ns\\ers to oth~ck questions, includmg mstrucllons for 
subm1tlmg licks, are outlined in a new brochure co-written 
by Dr Bartholomay. To lea1 n more see Tteks and 7 zrk Borne-
Drseases zn Iowa at www.extension .1astate.edu/ Publrcat1ons/ 
PM2036.pdf or contact Bartholomay at 515 294 0594 or 
e-mail lyricb@iastate.edu. 
Holidays are a d1fferent bail1w1ck If you haven' t staked your 
cla1m to an electric site by midweek pnor, p1ckmgs may be slim 
Allev1ate the Fnday evenmg stress by claiming squatters' rights 
earlier in the week. You'll have to pay for the extra days, but 
will rest comfortably knowing you have a pad. If you JUSt need 
a place to p1tch a tent and electnc1ty isn't a requ1rement, many 
parks will have non-electric sites ava1lable even on holidays. 
Regardless of when and where, it's best to call ahead 
before the camper is trailered and the food packed. 
State park contact information is listed on the DNR's webs1te 
at www.reserveiaparks.com. 
- - - - - - --+ GOT A QUESTION? Send to: ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.IOWA.GOV +-- - - - - - --
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GIVE A TICK THE NOOSE ~ If you find yourself outdoors without 
tweezers and need to remove a tick, use fine we1ght fishing line or thread tied into a simple 
overhand knot. Gently tighten the knot around the head of the t1ck Slowly pull the ends of 
the I me to t ighten the knot and pull out the tick. 
40 
30 
20 
0 
MIN CR/CKE 
THERMOMETER 
If you want to know the temperature but do not 
have a thermometer, check with a chirping cricket. 
Males chirp to attract mates and their love song 
revs up as the mercury climbs. To convert cricket 
calls to degrees Fahrenheit, count the number of 
chirps in 14 seconds and add 40. To further 1mpress 
your hiking friends, count the ch1rps 1n 25 seconds 
and divide by three. Then add four to put the 
temperature in degrees Celsius. Cricket love has 
limits- males typically don't chirp at temperatures 
below 50 degrees or much above 90 degrees. 
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DUCT TAPE 
BLISTER BUSTER 
The good-for-everythmg duct tape works for feet, too. 
Keep one-inch pre-cut sect1ons of duct tape wrapped 
around water bottles, walkmg sticks, backpacks, 
camera straps or any other 1tem you carry when 
h1kmg. At the first inkling of a hot spot caused by skm 
chafing against a sock or boot, apply the tape on the 
skin. The shiny and slick tape prevents friction from 
causing a fu ll-blown blister. 
10. 
d 
n 
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EAGLES ON THE 1\ SSISSIPPI 
NICK GLYNN AND N ICK SISLER, DUBUQUE 
Eag le Scout s help beautify Mines of Spain State Recreation Area 
W1th efforts that soar like the eagles above the M1nes of Spc11n Stc~te Recreat1on Area near 
Dubuque. Ntck Glynn and Nick Stsler are addmg to the park's beauty Batt-> completed proJ 
ects there to earn Boy Scouting's htghest rank, Eagle Scout Glynn orgar1zed parerts, fnends 
and teammates to restore a former cornf1eld m the park to a savanna W1th the park mostly 
1n prairie or forest, the savanna creates a trans·non between those two ecosystems. ·we were 
trymg to get 1t back to its natural environment; c;ays Glynn. The proJeCt led hirT' to his current 
stud1es in environmental sc ence at the University of uubuque. S1sler gathered a team of 
volunteers, includtng the services of a huge construction crane, to clear silver maples from 
a parking lot Clear1ng the trees allowed VISitors to gaze out over the MISSISSIPPI. "I chose 
th1s proJect because it seemed like It would rec~lly make d dtfference to the park; says S1sler, 
now a freshman at Northeast Iowa Community College Park Manager Wayne Buchholtz is 
active wnh Scouting and is part of the Northeast Iowa Counc1l's Eagle Rev1ew Committee. In 
add1t1on to holding park prograrT's for younger Boy and Gnl Scouts, Buchholtz has a w1sh list 
of proJects for any potential Eagle Scouts W1ll1ng to take them on More than 80 Scouts have 
completed proJects at the M1nes of Spam s1nce 199'3 "These are prowcts that tre k1ds want 
to do. and they want to do somethmg outs1de The park staff can't do these pfOJects on our 
own, and the kids can come back 1n five or 10 years and see how they've gone 
-------------------------------------------------------------- -----~------~ 
v OL PRIDE 
BECKY VICTOR-BAKER, DES MOIN ES 
Teacher leads s ixth -grade tree planting project and builds pride in middl e school 
Students at McCombs M1ddle Sc.hool on Des Mones are fmdmg d rew wdy to mcJke a mark 
on c.ampus Once showmg marks of vandalism, McCombs is c;prouung new c;tqns of stu 
dents' presence-,Jbout 1 ')0 trees Smce 1994, more than 1,000 s1xth graders have plilnted 
trees as part of dn Eco ogy and the Enwonment" un1t. Becky Victor-Baker, d soc1al stud1es 
and read1ng teacher, started the proJect Without ever havmg planted a tree herself. But 
with the help ofTrees for K1ds, the DNR, parents, grandparents dnd numerous donors and 
partners, the student<:~ llc~ve plclnted 12 to 20 trees each year. ·~he campus was JUSt bare 
before:· says Randy Cook, a DNR forester "It's a long-term commitment she's made as dn 
educator and an annual trad1t1on for students.· Each spnng, students spend one day plc~nt 
1ng new trees, replactng trees lost to disease or storms, and watermq and mulch1ng every 
tree on campus As the proJect leafed out, school pride grew and vandcJIIc;m withered "It 
was for the k1ds to take some rmde m thetr school, and they learn how to work together as 
a team,· says VICtor Baker. A campus that began w1th juc;t a few trees now boasts ash, pear, 
b•rch, evergreen and areas of savanna "They always look forwafd to 1t as the s1xth grade 
proJeCt, and srude11ts come back to see the trees they planted; she sc~ys 
GIVING MORE THAN A FAIR SHARE 
RICK TROTTER, FAIRBANK 
Retiree gives ti m e, m oney, e lectrical expertise to Volga River State Recreation Area 
For a day last summer, Rick Trotter of Fa1rbank traded 1n hts DNR-issue lawn mower for a 
chauffeured golf cart at the Iowa State Fa1r. Nom mated for hts volunteer work at the Volga 
R1ver State Recreation Area, Trotter was selected "Iowan of the Day· during the fa1r. "They 
treated me well, JUSt l1ke they do at Volga;· says Trotter. He has worked at the park smce 2002, 
domg general maintenance like campground mowing and look1ng over the horse trails He 
was bnefly added to the payroll, but asked to come off so he could volunteer his time, al 
lowmg the DNR to hire additional staff as it faced budget cuts. A former electncal supervisor 
at John Deere 1n Waterloo, the retiree lent h1s circuitry know how to mstall solar-powered 
LED lights to the campground check-1n stat on and restrooms Trotter also donated money 
toward rew f1re nngs. helping •nstall them on concrete slabs Trotter has been mterested 
1n conservation for years. as his 160-acre property rorth of ra1rbank IS covered Witt~ switch-
grass. food plots for wildlife and 90 acres of trees. As ret rerT"ent approached. Trotter asked 
h1s local DNR forester about volunteermg and found h1rnself at Volga. "I can't th1nk of a better 
p1ace to contnbute." says Trotter, who's logged about 1,100 volunteer hours smce 2002. "He's 
a very personable person, gets along w1th the publ1c well,,., a hard worker and sets a good 
example w1th h1s work eth1c; said Tom Halverson, park rnanaqer at Volga "You're JUSt glad to 
see h1m pull1n each mormng. He's been a bless1ng to have arourd • 
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"In a way, there arc two kinds of parks," begins jim 
Hansen, park ranger for Palisades-Kepler ',tale Park 
in east-central Iowa He sits forward in his beat up 
Naugahyde chair at the Sutliff Bar. a dollar-bills on-lht•-
ceiling kind of joint, where Johnny Cash plays on tlH' 
jukebox, and bait and tackle is sold at the cash register. 
''There's Lake Macbride, more of a recreational boating 
place where you can go to the beach, go fishing. Great park." 
Hansen pauses, takes a bite out of his pork tenderloin 
grilled, not fried. He's a compact guy, trim and springy, 
buill like a high-school wrestler in the lightweight division. 
If Hansen's not smiling (which he usually is, unless you're 
making noise in his park after 10 p.m.), you gel the picture 
from his bright blue eyes that a smile isn't too long in coming. 
"A park like Palisades is more for people who are 
going to get out and hike on the trails and who Jove that 
densely wooded forest. There aren't many parks where 
you can rock climb, either. Palisades is the matn one." 
Hansen sits back. takes another bite. satisfied You can tell 
when a ranger loves his park. And Sutliff Bar is a good place 
for woodsy philosophizing, especially at the end of a long 
paddle on the Cedar River that runs JUst outstde tts doors 
Talk turn.;; to this smart little patch of Iowa. sm.H.'k m-
between Cedar Rapids and Iowa City ~and} beaches. (.iant 
telescopes in a htdden observatory ~oaring cliffs above a ~mift 
river Anctenl hardwood forest where you'd better pack your 
C.PS or end up the subject of the next Jon Krakauer novel. 
"It's a little bit of everything, really," ll anscn 
concludes. "It's a unique landscape within what Iowa is." 
UP UP, UP 
Established in 1922, the 840 acres of Palisades-Kepler 
State Park is packed with well-preserved relics-follow 
the four-mile Cedar Cliff Trail and you' ll catch the drift. 
Limestone structures by the Civilian Conservation Corps 
look like they could've been built Ja.;;t month. Kids sift 
through the sand at the beach for old shells and fossils. 
A few remaining eastern red cedars date back 500 }ears 
Campsites and cabins are enfolded in old growth 
Cliffs formed in ancient times also make Pali.;;ades-
Kcpler a rock-climbing park. Hansen and ht'> crcv. help keep 
the sport safe and accessible for climber~ who sign waivers 
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"In a way. there are l\\'O kinds of parks," begms )1m 
Hansen, park ranger for Palisades-Kepler Stale Park 
in east central Iowa. He sits forward in his beat-up 
Naugahyde chair at the Sutliff Bar, a dollar-bills-on-lh<.•-
ceiltng kind of joint, where johnny Cash plays on the 
jukebox. and bait and tackle is sold at the cash register 
"There's Lake Macbride, more of a recreational boating 
place wherr you can go to the beach, go fish ing. Great park." 
Hansen pauses, takes a bite out of his pork tenderloin-
grilled, not fried. He's a compact guy, trim and springy, 
buill like a high-school wrestler in the lightweight division. 
If Hansen's not smiling (which he usually is, unless you're 
making noise in his park after 10 p.m.), you get the picture 
from his bright blue eyes that a smile isn't too long in coming. 
"A park like Palisades is more for people who are 
going to gel out and hike on the trails and who love that 
densely wooded forest. There aren't many parks where 
you can rock climb, either. Palisades is the main one." 
Hansen sits back. takes another bite, satisfied You can tell 
when a ranger loves his park. And Sutliff Bar is a good place 
for woodsy philosophizing, especially at the end of a long 
paddlr on the Cedar River that runs JUSt outstde tts doors 
Talk turns to this smart little patch of Iowa. smack Ill-
between Cedar Rapids and Iowa City Sand} beaches (,iant 
telescopes in a hidden observatory. Soaring cliffs above a swift 
river. Ancient hardwood forest where you'd b(•lter pack your 
GPS or end up the subject of the next Jon Krakauer novel. 
"It's a little bit of everything, really." Ilanscn 
concludes. "ll's a unique landscape within what Iowa is." 
UP, UP, UP 
Established in 1922, the 840 acres of Palisades-Kepler 
State Park is packed with well-preserved relics-follow 
the four-mile Cedar Cliff Trail and you'll catch the drift. 
Limestone structures by the Civilian Conservation Corps 
look like they could've been buill last month. Kids sift 
through the sand at the beach for old shells <111d fosstls. 
A few remaining eastern red cedars date back 500 years. 
Campsites and cabins are enfolded in old growth 1 
Cliffs formed in ancient times also make Palisades- I 
Kepler a rock-climbing park. Hansen and Jm; crew help keep 
the sport safe and accessible for climbers who sign waivers 
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at the ranger's office Climbers generally start out at a gym, 
then graduate to outdoor ascents at places hke Haccoon 
Cove along a steep rock face on the Cedar Cliff Trail. 
Dave Patton, assistant director of the University 
of Iowa Recreation Services, gives a harness talk to a 
group of novices. His Touch the Earth outfitter within the 
University of Iowa periodically offers trips to the general 
public during the September-November climbing season. 
Patton begins the series of commands that structure 
every ascent: 
"On belay." 
"Belay on." 
"Climbing." 
"Climb on." 
Patton says that Palisades holds the majority of Iowa's 
climbing histor y. "Royal Robbins climbed here," he says 
of the early pwneer of American climbing 
Skittering upward, hands dancing about for a solid 
hold, hi::. students find this rock a muscle-draining 
challengt•. It's just another surprise about this area 
that makes it such a solid bet for a visit. 
FAST WATER 
Patton's Touch the Earth also rents kayaks and canoes-
handy for the Cedar River. It's about 10 feet deep, a wide 
and fast run. You'll start downnvcr from a wrecked dam 
at the park, then paddle a few hours to ~utliff Access, 
where, conveniently, you'll take out at the Sutliff Bar, 
established in 1899 adjacent the old iron Sutliff Bridge. 
As a canoe pulls up, a waitress leans out the back door 
and yells, "Blake! Your food is ready!"to one of the folks 
chatting at nearby picnic tables. 
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There's a lazy. happy feeling here. People in tlwse parts 
ha\'e a good thing- g-oing. and they kno\' .. · it. Tran·l< r" "traggle 
in the door every now and then. exchanging that kno\\tng 
look betv.een comrades who make a good hnd on vacalton. 
MFETitiG THE HEAVrNS 
It's with a diffnC'nt sense of wonder-but just as 
powerful-that vtsttot s stumble upon the Eastern lo\\a 
Observatory and L<.•a rnmg Center. JUst far <'nough away 
from the little shops and restaurants of 1\lount \ernon 
to afford a near-perfect darkness from the ob"l'rvatoq 
parking lot. tiny n ·d squares burn 1n the distann -easy-
on-the-eye red lights within the observatory domes 
In those buildings, telescopes reveal the night sky to 
the Cedar Ama!C'ur Astronomers who built this place-
and the v1sitot s they welcome regularly Whtle navigating 
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1 Down river of Palisades-Kepler State 
Park is the Sutliff Bridge. where patrons 
of the adJacent bar and eatery can enJOY 
a burger on the bndge while fishing 
or after a paddle 1 Paddlers Marty 
Colbert of Cedar Rap1ds and Max Meyer 
of Marion (green kayak h1t the rapids 
below a broken section of the 1930s-
era dam at Palisades-Kepler. -It's a good 
whitewater sect1on, but people need 
to be expenenced kayakers skilled w1th 
specialty whitewater kayaks," says Park 
Ranger J1m Hansen, who notes paddlers 
should portage around the dam for 
safety Kat1e Slauson, 10, of Swisher, 
peers through one of several high-
end telescopes at the Pahsades-Dows 
Observatory on the southeast edge of 
Palisades-Kepler State Park. Public viewmg 
mghts allow guests to peek through 
16- and 24·mch telescopes. W1thm the 
park. campers can also 'have some pretty 
mteresting experiences lookmg at the sky 
with the naked eye or w1th binoculars," 
says Hansen 'There are nights here so dark, 
you can't see a hand m front of your face· 
the do\\n Itt stde\\alk. }OU can hear gentle shifting all 
around as stat gazers peer through their telescopes set 
up on concrete obsen mg pads The night sky is splayed 
wtth bursts of stars like pinholes tn a dark canvas 
Inside the observatory, the roof rolls away to expose 
the sky There's a fresh freedom in that outer layer of 
earthly protection peeling back to reveal a heavenly 
reward Among the three butlchng-" arc five telescopes. 
mcludtng a six-mch refractor like the one Galileo used 
In 2003. \\hen the Unl\ erstt) of lo\\ a retired its onstte 
ob ... erv,\lory because tts ctt} sk) b<•rc~mc too bright. tt 
donated a 2-t-mch Boller & Chtvens telescope to the Cedar 
Amateur Astronomers-kind of ltke havmg the l\BA's 
LeBron James play for your Tuesday-night pickup team 
MembN jerry Warner peeks through a telescope 
and talks about the group's good fortune. "There is 
nothing like this in Missouri There is nothing like this 111 
Nebraska This place is unique," he says. "What we have 
is very special " 
The• observatory is sited on the edge of Palisades 
Dows Stale Preserve. There's no obvious public acc<'ss 
to this wi ld place, no groomed trails. Those who ventun· 
in from the observatory grounds had better have a good 
map and know how to use it. 
Dr. Neil Ber nstein, a biology professor at Ml. Men.'} 
College in Cedar Rapids. knows these woods because 
they are his classroom. He says wildflowers explode 
along the steep valleys of its 160 acres every spring-
cutlc•af toothwort. spring beauties. bloodroot eotrop1cal 
mig rants 'iUCh as warblers find shelter here 
"In spring," says Bernstein, working h1s way through 
the scrub, "it's a magnificent awakening." 
A young boy visiting the obsC'rvalor} walks the 
outsk1rls of the preserve He stops, his face frolen 111 the 
awe of a city kid who isn't used to this backwoods stuff. 
"This must be a jungle," he concludes. 
B(•rnstein passes him, white work shirt rolled to his 
e lbows and khakis covering his batler<'d boots. fhe 
binoculars and red fanny pack mark him as a nature 
geek, a hiker who stops to muse ov<'r the loveliness of 
nodding trilliums, peer at a titmouse through buwrulars. 
or to note that the mossy dolom1le rhlfs are rak.1n·ous 
rock-a buildup of marine invertebrate exo-,keletons left 
over from the ancient Iowa sea 
"That's why this is a preserve." 'ia}s Ikrnste1n. 
refernng to the boy. "So the chtldren can make that 
realizatiOn For students. where ebe could they have 
a natural classroom like this?" 
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Bl'rnstt'in points out beaver tracks and debatl's 
with jim Hansen over what may or may not be bobcat 
scratchings on a tree For Hansen, who oversees this area 
111 conjunction with the Lmn County Conservation Board, 
the p1 escrve is just another reason he likes his job. 
I Ians<'n stands at the edge of a dolomite shelf. overlooking 
the green tangle of w1lderness Tin} sunhsh and bltH'gill !lit 
in a stream rolling tov.ard the Cedar Wild gmger cascacl<-s 
past all manner of fern-; to a cluster of spmdly blue beech 
trees. An astt·r hangs from a rocky outcropping, and a giant 
snail slides across a patch of moss • uthatchcs bP<'P · 
"I wish I had a lawn chair. a cooler of v.:ate1 and a 
sandwich." Hansen sa}s "I could watch th1s place all day." 
And lh<'n lw sits. takmg it all in. read} to talk woods} 
philosophy again. which seems to come naturally in this 
<·xn·ptionallittl<' pocket of Linn County. 
D 
PALISADES-KEPLER STATE PARK. 700 Kepler Dr. Mount \er non. 
52~H 1 I·orty four campsites. 26 with clectrrcal hookups. 
Family cabins. 319-895 6039; www.reserveiaparks.com 
SLEEP INN & SUITES. ' I his new building is part of a chain, 
yes, but 11 proudly displays local art for "ale. ke< ps the 
breakfast room in tip-top shape, and boa<.;ts the all-
important swrmming pool for traveling farmlics I rom S95 
for doublc·s . :HO \'rrgil Ave. Mount Vernon. 319-895-0055: 
www.chorcehotels.com 
LINCOLN CAFl ( hd and owner \latt ~teigen' aid rhang<'s 
thrs nH nu \H l kly, based on freshness and availability 
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of l1n al and regional produce ~easonall}. }OU might 
find t<>C<>tl-rubbed Iowa elk or a good ole Nlll1an Ranch 
Iowa pork chop ~o good. you'll probably want to buy 
the· !-shirt 117 First St W, Mount Vernon. 319·895 4041; 
www.foodiSimportant.com 
BAXA' S SUTL I FF STORE & TAVERN, 5546 130th ~t f.. Jrsbon. 
319 624 2204. www sutliffbridge com. 
GWEN 'S FAMILY RESTAURANT. A bacon-and-eggs brand 
holt: 111 the·\\ all on i\.lain ~treet in lisbon. 319·455-2873. 
PALISADES-DOWS OBSERVATORY. ] 365 Ivanhoe Rei . 
c1pprox1matel} 15 miles southeast of Cedar Rapids and 
approximately 20 miles north of IO\\a C rt}/Corahillt'. 
:\Ionthly public meetings are held for those interested 
in le.trning more about astronom:r and telescopes, and 
lor people who just wonder what it's like to look through 
a lugh quality telescope. Anyone can become a member, 
too ~t'l' the website for a map www cedar-astronomers.org 
roucH THE EARTH. Oversees the lifetimt• skills classes at the 
llnivl'rsit} of Iowa, plus the Climbing Gym located in the 
Field Ilouse and a non-credit trip program rlw Touch the 
Earth Outdoor Rental Center is 3.500 '\Quare f<'et of tents. 
sle<'ping bags. kayaks and lots of other great gear to create 
your O\\n adventure. It is part of the Ha,.,keye I'ennrs and 
Recreation Complex located off Prainc l\leadov .. Drrve 
in Im'a l1ty. \\est of the Hall of Fame. east of Hawkeye 
Storage I.ots and north of Hawkeye DnH· apartments. 
319 ·335-9293: www.recserv.uiowa.edu/programs/TTE!Index.html. 
UNNCOUNTY 
e AJbumen 
"f' 
e (.,.j." R•pids 
* SunJfJ lA A & Gltlll AND SUT'UJF 
IIRIOGl All£ SOUTH AIOUTS M!US 
ON TH£ cmAA JII'<UI NEA• SO<O>o 
IN JOHNSON COO><TY 
Invasive garlic mustard tends to take over 
forested areas with high-quality wildflowers 
and vegetation. Palisades-Kepler has not 
been spared. Why not call the rangers 
and volunteer an hour of your vacation time? 
"We would welcome volunteers for that," 
says Ranger jim Hansen "It's easy to find, 
and you can just take a patch and pull it." 
The time to pull the plant ts May dur-
ing bloom. Later times hinder the effort by 
spreading seeds. When you visit, consider 
requesting a volunteer assignment. 
Call 319-895-6039 for more information. 
• • 
I1nmersed in waist-high 
grasslands in l)ickinson 
County's Spring Run 
Wetland, researchers 
explore what grass mixes 
offer the best bugs for 
hirr1 ~rowth. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 

ocated in northwest Iowa's prairie pothole 
regwn, Spnng Run encompasses more than 3,700 
acres of shallow marsh and rolling grassland. 
-- If you're' a firo.;t-time visitor, the vastness of the 
landscape will impress you. If you're exp loring one of 
the complex's Primo tracts th e view becomes downright 
breathtaking as a kaleidoscope of concnower-., blazing 
star and a host of other wildflowers swel l to the horizon. 
You're also likely to note the total tranqutltty The soft 
rustle of prairie gra-;ses. bird song and the buzzing of 
summer insects are the dominant sounds 
Strategically locate yourself between two hillsides. 
and civilization disappears. Here the landscape' is void 
of human artifacts. No fences, power lin t's, buildings or 
other obstructions mar th e view. 
The on ly visible human evidence is a nearby shred of 
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colored plastic tied to small shrub branch. The flag was 
placed several days ago to mark the nest and eggs of a 
breedtng pair of dickcissels Scv<.>ral native bird species 
formerly abundant, such as the bobolink. dickcissel and 
meadowlark, are s howing a steady dC'cline in numbers 
and are listed by ornithologists as a species o£ concern. 
Six days ago. those precious eggs became hatched 
chicks. Today, Iowa State University researcher Jen Vogel 
and assistant Jessica Davis have returned to see if the 
ncstli ng-; survived. 
Slowly creeping to the site, they are pleased to find 
all three babies alive and well. Carefully extracting the 
partially feathered young from their nest, Vogel and Davts 
rctn·at to a nearby hills ide to begin work. 
The first thing each bird grts is a se t of color-coded 
plastic leg bands and then a standard U.S. Fish & Wildlife 
Service leg band, explains Vogel. The initial banding on 
these birds took place two days ago when they were four 
days old. 
"The growth rate of these birds is truly amazing 
and they've changed a lot in just two days," says Vogel. 
"Today, we've returned to fit the nestlings with a tiny 
radio transmitter that only weighs around half a gram. 
The birds are quickly becoming feathered and arc 
typical ly ready to leave the nest by day seven-which 
is tomorrow. 
"We also weigh and measure the babies during each 
visit. If the birds survive lo ng enough, we collect three 
complete sets of data for each nestling," she adds. 
"The weights and measurements allow us to compare 
growth rates between nests in different types of habitat. 
The transmitters enable us to gauge survival." 
Although scientists hope to learn more about the life 
cycle of nesting songbirds, that's not the real aim of 
Vogel's study Researchers are really hoping to discover 
how all native grassland bird species respond to different 
types of habitat management. To find those answers. 
DNR wildlife biologists have currently joined force'> 
with scientists from Iowa Slate University to conduct one 
of the most comprehensive and multi-faceted grassland 
bird studies ever initialed. According to D R Upland 
Game Technician Mark "Mac" Mcinroy, it all boils 
down to gelling the biggest bang for the wildlife dollar. 
"During recent years. the DNR has conducted 
aggressive prairie restorations where large tracts of land 
have been seeded to a diverse combination of native 
forbs and warm season grasses," says Mcinroy. "As those 
restorations have begun to mature, they have become 
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some of the most beautiful of all public land-;" 
But cosb run high, notes ~1clnroy W1th the need 
for specialized eqtupment. high-ticket seed bills and 
dizzying C}cles of lllO\\ing, burning and other Intensive 
management prartlct•s, prairie restorations arc easily 
the most expensive grasslands to maintain 
"About two years ago, some of our managers began 
to question the effort of time and money being spent on 
these restorations," says Mcinroy. "In terms of grassland 
birdlife. they wen· starling to wonder if tlw extra effort 
was giving a juo.;t1fied return. In other words, were the 
direct benefits to wildlife matching the costs? 
"Our biologists already knew that well-t•stabllshed, 
low-maintenance blocks of cool-season grasses, such as 
brome or Timothy, had lots and lots of insects for birds to 
cat. But a questio n no one could answer was how did those 
bird and insect densities compare to what was going on 
in the more complex, native restorations," Mcinroy adds. 
"Management budg<•ts are limited and these w<•re serious 
questions that deserved answers. That's when we began 
to design the grassland b1rd study." 
After considering public lands statewide, researchers 
concluded Spring Run offered the best location for 
meaningful comparisons of how birds rt'SJ>Ond to various 
types of grassland management. The area contains 
diverse grassland cover types ranging from blocks of 
well-established coo l-season CRP grasses, to both new 
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and mature tracts of warm-season grao.;slands containing 
up to five spec1es of native pra1rie gra-.;scs, to "pnmo 
tracts,"-grasslands containing warm season native 
gras-.;es a-; well as a rich mix of prairie wildflowers 
Complex and multifaceted, the Iowa grassland 
bird study j.., science at its best D1stllled to its purest 
elements, the project set out to accomplish three goals 
The firstlookcd at nesting bird densities and total species 
diversity occurring among four grassland types. The 
second reviewed species diversity and abundance, or 
bwmas-.;, of the insect life found on each cover type. 
1 he th1rd. and perhaps most challengmg, compared how 
successful bird" were at exploiting lfl<.;ect populations at 
each rover type After all, it wouldn't do much good if a 
certain gras..;land type was absolute!} loaded with msech 
that bmls didn't want or couldn't catch 
Tlnr.~c " ....... "Nsws:::oc 
"\Vhat we really set out to accomphsh with the Spring 
Run study was to collect data that '"ould allow us to make 
accurate forage ba e compan--on-. for different types 
of grassland habitats," explains ~lc l nroy "This study IS 
not about the aesthetics. \Ve already know that 'primo 
tracts' containing a rich mix of native forbs and grasses 
are certainly the most beautiful. Instead, we're strictly 
looking at bird response to various types of management. 
This project is in direct response to specific questions 
asked by DNR land managers and attempts to determme 
the cost/benefit analysis for d1ffen.'nt cover types " 
The fundamental questwns were what pecies of 
1nsccts b1rds wanted. \\'here d1d b1rds experience the 
greatest success? Did the best hunting occur in tall, 
short, thick or sparse vegetation? What researchers 
needed was a tool to collect data to make intelligent 
comparisons of how grassland birds exploit insect 
popu lations found within each habitat. The answers 
came from a most surprising sourn'-the incubators 
of a commercial pheasant game farm 
"We knew that companng dJckc1ssel growth rates and 
conduct111g 'bug sweeps' to inventor} insect populatiOns 
within each cover type would g1ve us some important 
data," says Mcinroy. "What we neNkd now was a way 
to gauge and compare (insect) ingestion rates for 
birds act ually foragi ng on those various cover types. 
We finally determined that gam<' farm pheasant chicks 
would repn•sent a very renewable. very controlled, ver) 
repeatable way to reliably capture that information." 
Researdwrs determined the ch1cks' role in the 
bird study would be to forage tor 1nsects in a way that 
closely mimicked a natural pheasant family. Success 
hinged largely on the ability to imprint baby pheasants 
on surrogate human parents. For some birds, such as 
waterfowl and raptors, the imprint process is amazingly 
simple lo accomplish with minima l human contact. But to 


imprint nervous, high strung birds such as ring-necked 
pheasant requires a more sophisticated approach 
"\Ye actually begin imprinting while the ch tck-; are 
still in the egg," ·ays t-.lclnroy. "Three day" before hatch 
we began providing audio stimulu by playing voice 
recordings of the people who will actually be handling 
the chicks in the field. Once the chicks hatch and dry off. 
they are immediately moved to a bonding pen where the 
real work begins. 
"I refer to this as our 'Welcome to the World' event. 
and it lasts for a s traight 10 to 12 hours. During thts 
time. we keep everything nice and tight. The atmosphere 
is cozy. \Ye huddle with the chicks and ,.,..e give them 
security. We give them warmth. We brood them We talk 
to them. By the time tt's over the chicks have literally 
accepted us as their mothers." 
Following that initial welcome, chicks receive 
abbreviated socializing sessions for an additional four 
days. On day five. the birds are ready to h tt tlw fie ld. 
r• 1 -·~~ - -• lr" Ill ltdT 
As researchers arrive at predetermined forage sttes, 
chicks are weighed and released to begtn searching for 
food. Scien ti sts release five chicks at each locatton and 
crews use 60 birds per day. Baby birds are perpetually 
hungry and forage within 30 seconds of hitting the 
ground. Because of all those hours spent on intensive 
imprinting, the flock tmmediately follows it-; human 
handler. In most covers. the chicks range three '>teps 
or so to each side of their surrogate mother In sparse 
habitats, the distance may double. 
"As we move through a grassland, there's a lot of 
communication," notes Mcinroy. "It's important for the 
chicks to know exac tl y where I am. I talk to the birds. 
I whistle. If all I'm hea rin g back are 'happy preps', then 
I know the birds feel secu re and are doing a good forage. 
"Most forage even ts cover around 50 meters-
sometimes more. Since we're trying to replicate a wild 
hen with her brood, it's up to me to set the pace If the 
cover is thick and I get too far ahead, the birds begin 
sounding 'lost' ca ll s which quickly turn to panic as they 
become more freaked out. But as soon as I ca ll to them, 
it immediately gets quiet and the c hi cks s tart moving 
toward me. 
"What we're look ing for is a full 30-minute forage at 
each location in each cover type. That's our data set," 
says Mcinroy. "Age of the birds is crucial to success. On 
day five, chicks can go the full 30 minutes without being 
brooded. But by day seve n, pheasants are ge tting much 
bette r at thermo regulating and will stray farther and 
farth e r from Mom. By day 10, chicks can fly which g ives 
them even more inde pe nde nce. In order to make things 
work, we have to be able to control and reca ll birds at 
the end of their forage." 
Once the forage is complete. chicks are immediately 
called in and recaptured. Birds are then weighed a 
second ttme to determine the exact \\eight of insects 
consumed Crop contents are extracted and insects are 
counted and inventoried by species. Finally, ingested 
insects are weighed and compared to the chick weight 
ga in measured at the end of the forage. 
"Chicks are weighed immediate ly before and 
immediately after each forage to the nearest milligram," 
says Mcinroy. "This is indeed precision work. A milligram 
is literally less than the weight of a \'vhisper. If I talk 
to ou r scale. it will measure my breath at around 5 
milligrams. We are capturing some extremely detailed 
information on how pheasant chicks feed. The 'bug 
sweeps' show us which insects arc there. The c hicks 
show us how successfully they're being used. 
"Iowa is the most altered, most intensively managed. 
and lowest in public lands of any '>late," says Mcinroy. 
"We're also the poorest in terms of dollars spent for 
conservation It 's obvious to see why finding ways to 
get the most for our buck is important. 
"Iowans want good hunting, good birding, good water 
quality. All three go hand in hand and all three can be 
taken care of by utilizing the best and most efficient 
manageme nt practices available. The Spring Run bird 
s tudy will hopefully allow land managers to determine 
which practices are also the most cost effective." 8 
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've heard it twice, but never in Iowa. The first time 
was in the Boundary Waters wilderness of northern 
Minnesota, four days on a solo canoe trip: an odd drone 
like a distant airplane, but one that never drew closer or 
receded into distance. Like wind rushing through a forest, 
but on a day that was still. Like buzzing from cicadas, but 
there are none in the Northwoods. 
The second time was in the desert, Big Bend country 
in west Texas. This time two-toned low notes, moaning 
softly like the slow push and pull across the bass string 
of a cello, low, slow, endless. The wind, my rational mind 
speculated-a soft rhythmic zephyr sweeping the vast 
land, stoking countless grasses, shrubs, rocks and hills. 
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eliciting a collective hum. Earth music my poetic mind 
rhapsodized, bow of the sky drawn across cello of the 
earth, coaxing a windsong from the wilderness. 
Others have heard it, too. Phyllis Fredendall, an artist-
in-residence at Isle Royale National Park, relates, "I became 
aware of a continuous, harmonic hum .. .I came to know 
them as 'the ringing of the spheres'-water, rock and sky all 
resonating in perfect harmony." Mountaineer Rick Ridgeway, 
describing a subtle hum deep in the alpine wilderness states 
simply, "It is the background sound of silence." 
The hum of big, open, wild places. Maybe that's why I've 
never heard it in Iowa. No wilderness left. not for a 
-
FROM TOP: A belted 
kingfisher. John Pearson leads 
a kayak nature tour at Elk Rock 
State Park. BELOW RIGHT, the old 
town of Red Rock lays submerged 
offshore. Remnants of quarries 
that produced foundation rock 
of early Des Moines mansions can 
still be found nearby. Above left, 
a northern water snake. 
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not-could be coupled with environme nta l s tewards hip 
of the ir priva te surroundings. With sens itive landscape 
management-an ac hieveme nt tha t will require th e 
cooperation of fa rm ers, private landown e rs and pub lic 
land managers-all could become more comple te ly 
and more pe rm anently wild . Expanding, restoring and 
re-creating wild a reas would a ll ow Iowa to recla im a 
long-lost ecologica l ident ity as a place for farms. ci ti es, 
people and abundant wildli fe, wild land and wil dness. 
IJ 
• 
And th e windsong in Iowa? Could we ever re-c reate a 
place big enoug h, quiet e nough , and wild enoug h to hear 
th a t "backg round sound of s il ence?" Could we mus te r 
th e collec tive will to restore a "ring ing of th e sphe res?" 
I don't know, but even if that utopian endpoint r emains 
e lus ive, r ebui ldin g a landscape with wildness near at hand 
would be its own reward . And pe rhaps-if we a re bold , 
crea tive, patie nt and lucky-our restored landscape will 
fi nd a r enewed voice. 8! 
The writer is a DNR ecolog1st and co-author of The Gu1de to Iowa's State Preserves. A longt1me hiker, backpacker, 
and naturalist, he discovered kayaking in 2001 He l1ves in Indianola southwest of Red Rock Reservoi r. 
This is an abridged version of an origina l "Wild Iowa" essay. The fu ll text can be viewed online at the Iowa 
Project on Place Studies: http://www.uiowa.edu / - ipops/ 
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Learn more about paddltng Lakl' Red Rork, 
get kayak111g wstructton or a guidl'd lake 
tour at Canoesport Outfitters 111 lndwnola 
www.canoesportoutfitters.com 515-961 -611 7 
or 1-800-257-6080 
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'e Dead at 250 mp 
Eighteen-year-old bird ~=~ 
defends downtown ter 'lory ~---
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWEll WASHBURN 
I 
l 
FLYING HIGH: Peregrine 
falcon (band number 93T) 
surveys his territory in 
downtown Des Momes. 
Help support peregrines with a donation. 
Send checks to DNR Wildlife Diversity Fund, 
Iowa Dept. o f Natural Resources,1436 255 th 
St ., Boone, lA 50036 7557 To learn more 
about peregrine history and review 
searchable databases of banded birds, 
go to http://midwestperegrine.org/ . 
1 I 
""'""""• or any red-blooded raptor enthusiast, the ear 
piercing wails were unmistakable The nesting 
peregrines were agitated. 
ensing an eminent threat to their young, the 
falcons lost no time in launching the attack. With deafening 
screams and high speed dives, the pair engaged in a valiant 
effort to defend their nest. But in spite of their bravery, 
the falcons were clearly out-matched. Armed with helmets, 
protective clothing and miscellaneous rappelling gear, the 
intruding humans were as committed to their mission as 
the falcons were to theirs. 
Within the span of a few short minutes, the peregnnes' 
four downy chicks had been extracted from their cave-like 
lair at the top of Des Moines' American Republtc Insurance 
Company building After being placed into a plastic pet 
carrier. the b1rds were hoisted to a waiting team of D R 
wildlife biologists. The first order of busmess was to 
collect a blood sample from each nestling After be1ng 
weighed. measured and banded. the chicks were quickly 
returned to the nest Although the adults remained clearly 
and vocally disturbed by the proceedings, life soon began 
a return to normal for Iowa's most famous urban raptors 
As politicians know, it's hard to keep a secret in 
downtown Des Moines. By now, the morning's commotion 
had drawn the attention of a crowd of gawking on lookt·rs. 
None were more excited than veteran wild life watcher and 
peregrine enthusiast Todd Hill of Des Moines. 
"The day we come up here to band the baby peregrines 
is my very favorite day of the year," proclaimed Hill, a former 
employee of the American Republic maintenance staff 
Hill has enjoyed a long, and sometimes painful, 
association with these unique downtown residents 
While working on the building's roof. he's been soundly 
thumped on more than a few occasions. 
So why would one of America's rarest bird nesters 
make the metro its home? The answer is simple. Located 
in the heart of capitol city's downtown business area, 
the insu rance building's upper level is pock-marked with 
decorative alcoves. For cliff-dwelling peregrine falcons. 
TOP: A female pergrine (band number 63B), the mate of falcon 93T, 
returns to her nest at the American Republic Insurance Company build 
mg in Des Moines, 601 6th Ave. Washburn captured this photo of the 
previously unidentified peregrine last summer. MIDDLE PHOTOS: Falcons 
contmue to recolonize historic cliff ledge eyries of the Upper M1ssis 
sippi River During 2007, expanding Iowa falcon populat1ons established 
a new modern day record, with 12 act1ve breedmg territories and 10 
successful nests producing 23 young. The falcons' successful restoration 
to these natural cliff nest Sites results from efforts of the Iowa Peregrine 
Falcon Recovery Team From 1995 to 2000, the group's volunteers ra1sed 
more than S 100,000 needed to purchase and release 107 captive-
reared, young peregrines. BOTTOM: ''It 's been thrilling to watch as w1ld, 
self-sustaining populations of peregrine falcons have returned to Iowa; 
says Washburn, chatrman of the Iowa Peregrine Falcon Recovery Team. 
•For me, it's been a unique privilege to be involved in a project where so 
many people from so many d1fferent backgrounds and diSCiplines have 
worked together for a common cause Be1ng a part of this extraordmary 
effort has been the highlight of my natural resources career." 
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ABOVE: The ONR's Pat Schlarbaum under attack atop the e1ght story-
Amencan Republic Company building. As Schlarbaum moves to inspect 
a nest below, peregrine falcon number 93T delivers a sneak attack to 
the back of h1s head. The wildlife biologist barely catches himself on the 
roof edge. A fall would have been fatal. As he retreats, the falcon attaens 
a second "radar lock" and the hit raises Schlarbaum's jacket hood. The 
hood prevents talons from tangling en his haer or collar. "You kmd of 
absorb it and keep goeng More acc1dents occur trymg to avo1d gettmg 
hit That's what I tell the wmdow washers-just do what you intend to 
accomplish." Larry's Wend ow Service en Des Moines ass1st research ef-
forts by suspendeng scaffolds to lower a crew to the nests. The washers 
place young falcons en to a Porta Kennel to hand up to Pat, who bands 
the young falcons before they are returned. "The window washers are 
incredible advocates for the berds. They've done as much for peregrine 
appreciation as anybody; he says. 
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the concrete recesses represent the perfect place to 
lay eggs and rear young 
"WC' see all kinds of peop le here.'' says Hill. "Many 
bring binoculars to view the nest-especially when the 
young are visible. People come from all over. This has 
brcom<.' a v<>ry popular altraction." 
Pert>grines first began nesting at American Republic 
in 199~. Since that time. th e nes t has become a statewide 
draw, partly because the rare birds can easily be seen 
and !ward from nearby s idewalks and courtyards. 
A focus of the fame surrounding the s ite is 
pNegrine falcon number 93T He i" th e male of 
th e territo ry. A s upe r sta r among peregrines. 93T 
is currently the best knO\\n, old< stand one of the 
mos t s uccessful falcons in th e hi s tory of the species' 
30-year, mode rn-day recove ry 
Rt' lt'ased in Des Moin es as a 45-day-o ld fledgling 
by tlw DNR's Wildlife Dive rs ity Team in 1990, 93T 
returned to claim downtown during th e spring of 1993. 
He has returned every year sinct>. and has produced 
an incredible 42 young He has outlived two mates. 
and I'> curren tly on territor} with his third partner-
a ·1-year-old, wild-produced female (63B) hatched 
at Wo od me n Tower in Omaha. 
Pert>grine falcons are the planet's most dynamic 
bird s pt>cit>s. Top Guns and mas te rs of flight, 
peregrines feed exclus ive ly on other birds ob tained 
by spC'c tacular high speed chas<.'. It's a dangerous wa) 
to liv<.'. a nd wrecks can be fatal It's easy to und e rstand 
why most falcons neve r reach o ld age. 1\everthel<.'ss. 
it is probable that during the past 17 years. while 
providing for himself. mates and young, 93T has 
s urvived an estimated 10,000 successful kills-all 
without so much as chipping a talon . 
"This bird is a real hunter and lakes good care of 
hi s family," says Hill. "We find all kinds of evidence 
on th e s ide walk beneath th e nes t. Most of the prey 
he brings in are s tarlings and flicke rs. We also see 
bigger things like pigeons and, once in a while, a 
du c k. t\ Iost interesting is th e really unusual stuff. 
The other day we found th e head of a screech owl. 
That was s urpris ing," said Hill. 
"Watching th e falcons is r eall y exc iting," he 
adds. "Usua ll y we just sec them carr y in food from 
somt>where e lse. But one day when I was leaving 
work, I saw him smack a pigeon right out of the air. 
That was the best. 
"Another time I got to assist o ne of th e young 
The baby falcon had just left the nest and was stuck 
in a small tree in our cour tyard. 1 call ed th e DNR an d 
they said to take the bird back to the roof. I did. a nd 
its next flight was successful." says Hill. 
That rescue le ft an im pression. "We sti ll have a 
picture of that bird on the wall in our office," he says. ~ 
Watch live video of the Des Momes peregnne 
nest Log on to www eowadnr gov/wildlife/ 
deversity/falconcam.html to see vrdeo 
and learn more about falcons 
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ith two hours before their next game. 
the guys from Captain Clean were n·Iaxing 
around the campsite at Palisades-Kepler ~tate 
Park. Knocked into the consolation bracket 
that morning, the Marshalltown-area softball team had 
retreated to Todd Whitmore's fifth-wheel camper: home 
base while waiting for the next game in the state softball 
tournament in nearby Cedar Rapids. 
"We tried to get in here last weekend, but it was full," 
says Whitmore. "I had my niece come up to register u-. 
early this weekend. We knew the park was herr (close 
to the tournament) and knew it was a nice park." 
Part of that attraction is wide campsites, level gravd 
pads and electrical hookups a short walk from the bluffs 
over the Cedar River. When he 
camps, Whitmore enjoys the 
amenities of his 27-foot weekend 
home-on-wheels. "I grew up 
camping: pop-up campers and 
(smaller) pu 11-beh ind s," recalls 
Whitmore. "I tried tent camping 
one time and said, 'No. We are 
buying a camper.' It s leeps eight 
comfortably and we can pull our 
18-foot ski boat behind it. We just 
throw in the food and clothes and 
we're ready to go." 
With air conditioning, full 
bath, refrigerator and stove, he 
is not alone in his camping must-
haves. Up and down the paved 
campground road, fifth-wheels and 
RVs line up for a summer weekend 
in the great outdoors. Across Iowa 
parks, even racetracks and private 
facilities, camping is changing. In a 
word? Bigger. In another word? Comfort. 
"We have definitely seen a trend from more primitive 
camping to bigger recreational vehicles with all the 
equipment: satellite dishes, refrigerator, water ... all the 
things they need to Jive like they're at home," observes 
DNR Park Ranger jim Hansen, a 26-year veteran. "Today, 
we see more people with time for recreation . They have 
the means to buy what they want-nice accommodations. 
Then, when they step outside, they want the campfire and 
to enjoy the outdoors." 
c-
For this writer, as a kid, camping was on our 
unimproved lot, up the hill from Holiday Lake in 
Poweshiek County, a private lake development that 
exploded in popularity in the 1960s and '70s. There, Mom, 
Dad, seven kids ... as well as stray cousins, friends and 
neighbors, spent the day exploring, catching bullht'ads, 
swimming at the beach and boating. At night, it was back 
to the campfire and Coleman stove, then sacking out in 
a gtant Army surplus tent Traffic control? A tree limb 
dragged across the dusty road slowed the slr<?am of cars. 
It wasn't a lot different in state park campgrounds 
acro"s Iowa "When I started in 1971, the camping fee 
wa" $2 58, sales tax included," recalls Jerry Reisinger, 
norlht•asl Iowa parks supervisor for the DNR. "You could 
camp anywhere you wanted. On busy weekends, you'd 
s<?c anchor ropes from one tent crossing those from 
the next tent over. None of the campground roads were 
paved Motor homes were just s tarting to catch on-a 
large trailer was a 14-footer." 
Those days of canteens and canvas are memories now. 
~tate campgrounds have upped the ante, too. RVs costing 
a quarter million dollars-or much more-pull in. Up top, 
the satellite dish pulls in hundreds 
of stations. Walls slide out at the 
touch of a button Inside, campers 
watch plasma TVs from leather 
recliners after turning the air 
conditioner down. Your better-half 
showers after dinner prepared with 
the stove and microwave Plates 
from the dishwasher arc returned 
to custom cabinets. 
Call it "Baby Boomers Grow Up." 
Upon retirement, there's disposable 
income and time for recreation, 
more so than any other generation. 
Meanwhile, a mix of older re tirees and 
younger families join the "boomers" in 
today's great race to the campgrounds. 
They love the outdoors. They also 
enjoy creature comforts, and they 
are not about to be ignored. 
"We continually hear from 
our customers. They want more 
full utilities. And we want our visitors to use our 
campgrounds to provide that overnight state park 
experience," underscores Angela Corio, DNR park 
planner In past decades, parks aimed for an equal mix 
of modern and nonmodern sites as campsites were 
developed. That formula has changed. "The great 
majority of our campgrounds are full on wcckends ... on 
the electric s ide," notes Corio. "We recognize we can rent 
almost every electric site we can provide." 
Improvements and renovations have been ongoing 
since s tate parks were first established in the 
1920s. However, the last decade has brought major 
improvements to meet high-end demands. Since 1998, 
electric hookups have been upgraded at 29 campgrounds. 
The $5.4 million project installed 50-, 30- or 20-amp plugs 
to meet the power needs of those big rigs. Another 20 
campgrounds are targeted in the future. 
In that same period, $2.75 million was spent to replace 
14 shower buildings in 13 park and recreation areas. At 
Palisades-Kepler, the Captain Clean team cooled its heels 
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in a campground rece1ving $327.000 tn major 
improvements in 19~18 Concrete roads and gravel camp 
pads were enhanced by new fire rings and picn1c tables. 
An updated sewt>r and water system was added and four 
pull-through, 50 .unp ..,1tes are in place All campsttrs 
\\ere enlarged and ll'V(•Ied 
, 1milar improH'IlH~nh "hO\\' across Iowa . I.akt' 
1\lacbride State Park's modern campground \\as closed 
for most of 2007 \\hilL a ne..,., \\ater s)-stem and shower 
facility were constructed Elellrical hookups and other 
campsite improvements continue into th1s season 
A similar project was tackled in Lewis and ( lark 
State Park Praine ~ose C)tate Park had two campgrounds 
undergo major elect11Cal Improvements 
Funding comes from a vanety of sources. The Parks 
and Institutional Road Fund pays for paving and roadwa} 
work Iowa's Reston Primartl}. the funding comes from 
the state's General Fund. as legislative priorities and state 
budget health factor in to what gets funded. 
--- IM SEARCH OF AMENITIES 
"As people enter the 
R\' market. familtes 
to retirees, we have 
seen a migrat1on up the 
product ladder," agrees 
Kelli Harms. public 
relations spec1altst 
with Winnebago 
Industries. "They may 
(buy) a vehicle with 
the van-type chas-.i-. 
and as they got older. 
they'd move to a 31-foot 
motor home NO\\, they 
want more amen1tie<>. 
they'll move to the 
40-foot motor home." 
Winnebago's 3,200 employees build 10,000 ful l size and 
smaller RVs in Forest City, Charles City and Hampton 
each year. Wtth 285 dealers across the U.S and Canada, 
RVs are big business 
Baby Boomers arc typtcal buyers w1th the finances 
to purchase a big-ticket item and free time But another 
segment is gaming "We see more families buying, 35-to-45 
year olds," notes llarms. "Maybe they have children in 
motocross, or weekend tournaments." With a motor home, 
they don't have to pay for a motel or restaurants, s he says. 
Today's campers seck ou t amenities. "When people say 
they're campwg these days, it doesn't mean necessarily 
that they are out in the woods." stresses Reisinger 
"Those big motor home<> you see on the interstate might 
be heading to a 'A~CAR event. They provide comfortab le 
transportation and when people get there, it's their 
lodging. Constructton workers, especia lly those who 
specialize and move on after a few weeks, want to sleep 
in their own beds at nighl. Lots of seasona l workers stay 
in our campground a couple weeks and then move on. 
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The} 're not going to bu} a separate 'camper' for vacation " 
~o. who arc today's stale park campers? They're pretty 
much across the board in age and make up. In the spring 
around Lake Okoboji, it will be fishing groups. In the fall 
in Yellow Rtver Stale Forest, it could be hunters or "leaf 
Jookl'1'"" Qu1te often. whatever the season. 1t depends on 
area attrac t10ns Some campers usc state parks as home ba<.e 
The} make a run on area ant1que stores one day and golf tht. 
next ;\ couple summers ago. our famtly "taked out campstlt s 
in the !\I at bnde campground during a family reunion 
A couple of decades ago, retirees may have crossed 
state parks off their vacation Ji-.ts. "Not nearly as many 
parks had -.,howers or electrical hookups If they had 
power. 1l wa.., only 20 amps. enough for the air conditiOner 
tf you shut do..,.,n eveq:th1ng else." sa}s Reisinger. "People 
in their 70s \\Ouldn't go camping '\ow. the} can relax in 
their n:chnc r. watch TY and talk to the k1ds on their 
cell phones Then. they can take a stroll m the woods 
and conw back to s1t by the campfire .. 
And tl's not just seniors Ted and fvltchelle Staff 
of Cedar Rapids use state parks with their four girls 
ages 3 to 13 "We prefer 
Ill elcctncal service as a min1mum A level site 1s a 
big plus Water would be 
nice. too," lists Ted. "With 
a lot of ktds. we can make 
it a day on our (on-board) 
fresh water" before 
refilling at the hydrant. 
As a boy, Ted tent 
camped As their own 
famil} grew, the Staffs 
cons1dered tents. pop-ups 
and other small rigs. 
before settling on a fifth-
wheel "With inclement 
weather. we don't have to 
scurry arou nd . I can do dishes in th e pouring rain," offrrs 
Ted. "With a bathroom. we don't have to worry about 
undeveloped areas or a facility that's out of order. There 
are just a Jot of conveniences with 1t" 
Nancy and !\like Engler carry most of their 
convenu.•nccs in their 30-foot pull-behind camper. They've 
been setting up on the primitivr side of Lake l\Iacbride 
for 36 yt•ars "We come ou t e ight or 10 times a year. 
This is like a second home to us," reca lls Nancy. In 
the early days, they brought th e ir three kids. Now. it is 
grandchildren; for two or three clays all in a succession 
of camping units. "As the kids got busy in school. \\e 
got away from camping for awhil e. \\'hen the two older 
ones were gone. we got a tent, tried several tent camping 
trips," sh<.> says. \\'hen the \\'alcott couple retired. that 
was the cata lyst for buying a modl'rn pull-behind. 
They share a treasure trove of memories. "In the early 
days, it wou ld be four or five couples here for the weekend. 
l'd spend an hour and a half just frying pancakes," she 
reca ll s "The boys would run into the shall ows when the 
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-Th~n as now, a day in the campground 
revolved around meals and the k1tchen. 
Then, the picnic table was a central 
gathering point. Today meals are cooked 
over a cookstove or fire-or on the range 
and m1crowave inside a motor home. 

carp were spawning and come back mud from head to toe. 
They'd tic lifcjackets to their bikes and go racing off the 
dock." They recall weathering a tornado and watching the 
guy who backed his car and trailer into the water trying to 
launch a boat "We pulled it out, opened the door and the 
water came rushing out," laughs Mike. After drying spark 
plugs, "It turned over and the guy drove it to Cedar Rapids" 
'That's what it is all about. Making memones \\.lth } our 
family," says Nancy. 
Okay. You're a design engineer for a RV company in the 
1980s. Would you have envisioned four televisions-
including one outside-all fed by a satellite dish on the 
roof? Or moving walls? 
"Probably the biggest thing to hit motor homes is 
slide-out rooms. There are units with one. two, even 
three walls that can slide," lists Harms, from Winnebago 
Industrie-. "It offers different choices in floor plans It 
makes it similar to living 
in your home " A full line 
of appliances. leather 
recliners and storage are 
becoming standard She 
says fuel efficiency will 
factor into future designs. 
These trends touch 
park planners. I low can 
parks attract and keep 
future campers? "Almost 
always in renovations, it 
means wider campsites 
to accommodate larger 
units. Inevitably, we 
lose a few campsites," 
acknowledges the DNR's 
Corio Some pr ivate 
campgrounds offer cable TV and \Vi-fi service Market 
research shows that 80 percent of RV users have the 
In terne t at home and many want it during travel "If we 
wan t to attract a full range of family campers, that would 
be a reason to cons ider them down the road," says Corio 
Newer on line rese r vations are a plus, too. "It used to 
be that you didn't know if a campground is full," notes 
the DNR's Jerry Reis inger. "Now, you can see which site 
is available, how far it is from the shower bu ilding, even 
whic h s ite will acco modate the larger motor home." 
And some times, hig h-end luxuries s till aren't e nough. 
Talking with two campers, Reisinger learned they 
traded a Prcvos t-b ra nd lux ury motor home-probably a 
$600,000 unit with washer, d r yer, satellite dish, leather 
th roug hout-for a better one. "He said he wanted ... a 
sate lli te-seeking uni t...so his wife cou ld watch TV while 
they we re driving down the road ." With the old one, they 
had to lower the d ish as they traveled, recalls Reisinger. 
T hey wa nted a compute ri zed stee ring mechanism to 
compensa te fo r s trong side wi nds to allow fingertip 
control a t the whee l. 
-.- 1- AI I I - ....... A,.... 
A few decades ago camping meant tenting with bulky, 
sturdy canvas tents set up with wooden or metal poles, 
blankets and sleeping bags If you were lucky, a cot 
would keep you off the ground Campfire cookery came 
courtesy of cast iron or old pots and pans. A trusty steel 
lantern supplemented firelight for reading 
Over the years, campground necessities adapted. 
But don't place tent campers on the endangered 
SJH'Cit>" list. Though dwarfed next to 30-fool RVs with 
slide out walls, there is always a tent spot in stale parks. 
"All the parks in my district have non-modern sites," 
stresses Reisinger. "They're usually in a separate 
campground or area. We try to accommodate people 
who want the more primitive experience." 
~orne sites are walk in, with a short hike off the road . 
I hat', a convenience for campers w1th large amounts of 
gear At Yellow River State Forest there are about 150 
sill's on four campgrounds "They get a fa1r amount of 
use At limes, they're 
almost full," sa)'s 
Reismger "They're not 
right next to a generator 
or air conditioner running 
all night." 
The 'stuff' that goes 
with tenting has changed, 
too. "Everything is 
getting lightweight; from 
personal cooksloves 
to sleeping pads to 
lanterns," says Travis 
Eiselstein. A sales rep 
at the Fin & Feather 
Ou tdoor Store in Iowa 
City, Eiselstein moves 
from rack to rack, 
pointing out how composites, aluminum and new-age 
nylons blend with traditions like down sleeping bags. "A 
lot of people camping are minimalists They want to gel 
by with as little weight, as little equipment as possible," 
he 'iays. "Nylon is now siliconized, and r uns very thin. 
It 's practica lly waterproof. Ripstop nylon keeps tears from 
-;preading through the fabric. It 's practically wa terproof. 
but you drop pounds like crazy." 
The new era equipment is good fo r hiking into the 
mou ntains or loading up fo r a short trip to the s tate 
campground. "Most tent campers arc car campers," 
underscores Eiselstein. "If you pu ll cookwear out of your 
car, though, it doesn't have to be heavy." To demonstrate 
space savings, he stuffs a win ter-ra ted down s leeping bag 
into a footba ll-sized compression sack. 
And there's always the hyb r id campers. DN R Park 
manager Andy Bar tlett recalls a tenter at Palisades-Kepler 
who, from inside his small tent one evening, watched T V 
through the zipped-up mosquito screen, the signal via 
portable satellite dish; and powered by his campsite's 
electrical hookup. ~ 
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SNARLED IN 
OUR MESS 
Whether 1t's d1~carded plast1c six-pack holders or 
monofilament ftshmg line, the damage caused b} litter 
and debris to \\ tldhfe is unnecessaq and eastl} avoidable. 
"Human garbagt' causes a lot of problems for \o,.ildlife," says 
D R wildlife specialist Doug Har r. "Pick up whatever you can 
find. You have to be conscious of being a good outdoor citizen 
Pick up not onl). after yourself. but others as well " Make this 
a habit at camp~lles, f1sh ing haunts and tra1ls 
Anglers should ne\er d1scard monoftlamt nl line 
"I see dead geese and ducks e\·ery year from snarls 
\\ tth monofilament. It tangles around bills and fut." 
Plastic six- pack holders create choking and entanglement 
problems for b1rds, turtles and other wi ldlife, too. 
AVOID 
BIRD 
STRIKES 
~ Window decals can reduce bird-window collisions 
... 
MESS BUSTER 
Reuse plastic grocery sacks as trash bags. Stuff a few ins1de pockets and 
tackle boxes, keep a few 10 your veh1cle and camera bags, too. While fishmg, 
h1kmg, paddling, campmg or huntmg, fill them with any garbage left by 
thoughtless others. Recycle what you can and put the rest in the trash. 
Anglers should put tangles of monofi lament line and Styrofoam ba1t 
containers in tackle boxes when done. Never d1scard these ou tdoors. 
Many bait shops have monofilament recycling for unwanted line. 
Clean up after lunches. Pack out plast ic sandwich bags, Styrofoam cups, 
wrappers and plast ic straws and lids. 
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Birds and large windows can result tn painful smash-ups 
"B1rds sec the glass as a ir," ..,ay .... [) R \\'tldhfe spec1ah-.t 
and lov. a .\ udu bon pre<>tdent Doug Har r Windows \\l th 
frequent b1rd strikes can be remedied. he sa) s 
SIMPLE, SAFER AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
"Place feeders or bird bath s with in two feet or 10-20 fee l 
from wind ows," says Harr. Units placed within t\\O feet of 
window<> force birds to redu ce speeds as they approach . 
Don' t set plan ts in windows to avo1d ha\ ing it look 
li ke a wooded a rea. " If bi rd-. can ...,ee through the house 
through two '>ets of wi ndO\\s, 1t 1..., cri tical to keep planh 
out of the wmdow. Othe r wise 1t look<:> ltke a tunnel 
throug h the fores t." h e sa) s 
Hang objects in windows. s uch as sun ornaments, 
cr ys tals or prisms to re nec t lig ht Use bird scare tape 
made of co lored mylar s trips. Hang ins ide or outs ide 
the window whe re s lig ht breezes will twist the re flectiv e 
tape to crea te a visual barrie r. 
USE WINDOW CLINGS 
Avatlable a t bt rd s to res. these a ttracttve decals look 
like e tched g lass to humans. but reflect ul traviole t light 
to appea r purple to birds. (www.windowalert.com) 
HOW TO HELP A DAZED VICTIM 
If a bird do es not fly a few minutes after a coll is ion. 
place it in a cove red. we ll-ventilated box. The darkness 
helps calm birds upon recoveq Avoid handling the 
bird as much as possible and do not feed or give the 
bird water. If no cats or dogs arc in the yard. keep 
the box in a s hady place outside Du ring cold weather. 
brin g th e box inside to a quiet a rra. Re lease r evived 
birds outd oo rs. If th e bird has n't recove red in an ho ur, 
th e bird may have seve re inte rn a l injuries and s hould 
be taken to a ve te rinarian or wild life rehabilitator. 
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Braised Leg ofVenison 
---+--------
The Redhead restaurant 1n Solon IS rem1n1scent of any small 
town Iowa diner-paint-chipped window frames, parquet 
linoleum flooring, a patchwork of mismatched tables and chairs. 
even an old silver refrigerator that shows signs of a previous 
color But take a closer look and you'll see an eclectic mix of local 
mixed media art and decor and even more diverse table fare. 
Every day wild game gets a touch of flare at Solon's Redhead restaurant 
GO TO WHERE QUINTESSENTIAL DOWNTOWN DINER MEETS UPTOWN BISTRO FLAVOR, WHERE IM PORTED 
BEERS, W INES AND CHEESES SHARE EQUAL TIME WITH LOCALLY GROWN MEAT AND VEGG IES. 
"Selftauglzt" in lzer grandma's 
kztclzen and her own. Redhead 
restaurant owner and chef Kim 
Zesmger says of lzer lack of /annal 
trainwg, "I don 't fee/like I have 
any boundaries." Regular menu 
iterns rernain the same, but specials 
change seasonally. "depending on 
what I can get, and my mood." 
Emphasis on "mood " Her advice 
to the home cook. "Do whatever you 
want It's ;ust food. Nothing rnore. 
just food "Try her twzsts on typical 
Iowa wild game and see if you agree. 
WILD GOOSE LIVER PAT~ 
1 pound wild goose liver 
1 s t1ck un sa lte d butter 
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1 medium onion, chopped 
fresh herbs, s uch as sa g e, thyme, 
marjoram- abou t 1 t a ble spoon of each 
pinch of grated nutmeg 
salt and pepper 
1 ounce brandy or cog nac 
Clean livers and re move any 
fat deposits. Saute with butter and 
chopped onion Cook un til livers are 
brown on the outside, pink inside. Add 
herbs and season to taste with salt and 
pepper Cool for about fiv(' minutes 
and add the liquor Proce~s in a food 
proce~sor and "tore 111 an air tight 
crock m the fridge Pate can be stored 
in the refrigerator up to 10 days Serve 
w1th crackers or toa"t pomts 
BRAISED LEG OF VENISON 
leg roast of a deer (bone in or out) 
olive oil 
whole garlic cloves, peeled 
thyme, rosemary, sa lt and pepper 
braising liquid, such as red wine 
or s tock (mea t or veggie) 
Rub the leg with o live oi l and dry 
herbs: salt and pepper to taste 
(roast IS best when coated liberally 
with herbs). Cut several slits 1nto 
the meat and sluff with the garlic 
cloves. Brown m a Dutch oven or 
heavy pot Cover the meat half way 
with braising liqu1d Co' er and cook 
at 325 F for 31~ hours. 
Owner and chef K1m Zesmger's culmary sk1lls 
are rooted in her southern upbrmg1ng, w1th 
a dash of Chicago's ethnic flavors thrown m 
She labels her food Heclectic comfort food.-
or ·provincial French peasant cooking a lot 
like Southern U.S. cooking.· Call it what you 
will, it's hearty, tasty and has flare. Start with 
a roasted pumpkin seed hummus and pair 
w1th a Bulgarian peasant salad w1th sheep feta, 
imported ohves, and homemade sourdough 
croutons for a light meal. The 10-ounce 
Redhead burger stuffed w1th wme sauted 
mushrooms, shallots and 1mported French 
blue cheese IS a meal in 1tself, but comes 
w1th e1ther a generous fresh greens salad or 
a p1le of homemade regular and sweet potato 
fries. Finish w ith the dessert of-the day, like 
a decadent chocolate lava cake and a cup of 
organ1c, free trade coffee. Eat comfortably 
knowing most of the food IS locally grown and 
produced, often orgamc and defm1tely fresh . 
---~ HAVE A GOOD RECIPE OF WILD FOODS TO SHARE? Send to W/LDCU/SINE@DNR.IOWA.GOV ~---
SOUTHERN FRIED 
FLATHEAD NIBBLES 
2 pounds clean, f lathead catfish 
cut into strips 
enough buttermilk to cover 
1 cup cornflakes- pu lsed 4 or 5 times 
in a food processor 
V. cup flour 
1
.4 cup cornmea l 
V. teaspoo n cayenne pepper 
% teaspoo n kosher salt 
2 eggs lig htly beaten with 
one teaspoo n of water 
oi l for fryi ng 
If you like mi lde r fi sh, soaking 
in buttermilk helps re move some of 
the "fi s hiness." Soak catfi sh pieces 
in bu tt e rmi lk for an hou r Il eal oi l to 
350 m deep fr yer or pan l\1 tx Oakes. 
flour, co rnmeal, sal t and pepper in a 
bag ~pread dry mixture on to a plate. 
Shake excess buttermi lk from fish. 
Dip and coat in egg, the n roll in dr y 
mix ture. Fry, being careful not to le t 
fb h touch , for three to four minutes or 
until go lden brown Drain on a brown 
paper bag. Season to taste 
SMOKED PAPRIKA AIOLI DIP 
3
.4 cup mayonnaise 
1 tea spoon s moked paprika, hot or sweet 
1 ch opped who le scallion 
1 tea spoon fresh lemon juice 
Mix and serve with fish . 
240 E. Main Street 
Solon 
31 9-624-5230 
HOURS: 
LU NCH Tuesday-Saturday, 11 -2. 
DINNER Tuesday-Thursday, 5 30-
9 p m , Friday Saturday, 5 30- 10 p.m . 
LIQUOR: Wide selection of domestic, 
imported and local beer and wine. 
Tuesday half price bottle of wine 
night. Local mus1c, loose ly labeled 
" independent rock," offered the first 
Saturday of every month. 
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ore aes 
'' Il never falls," I thought 
Opening da} of duck -.eason, and it \\'as raining \<ot 
a downpour. rather. one of tho<;e annoying drizzh s that 
drips off the end of your nose and trickle" do\\ n the back 
of your neck 
The sun \\as star Ling to nse. and quite franklv. I \\·as 
in my squad truck pulling over to open the thermos 
one more ti me It really d1dn't seem like much would 
be happening as th e wrather. up to then, hadn't been 
push ing many ducks 
Of course, when you think that way. that's when the 
phone r ings 
"Chuck. we're duck hunting down here. and a couple of 
guys are shooting at cormorants. I think they've killed one." 
That came as a surpnse to me smce cormorants. 
which are protected, arc about as s imilar to a duck 
as an an t to an e lephant. But when I asked l11s location. 
th e pictu re c leared up as the caller was in an area 
c losed to goose hu nting. More often we se<· cormorants 
m istaken for geese, hence. we affectJOnatel} call them 
"tree geese " 
The call also proved my rule that the odds of you 
being on the oppos1tt end of the count} when somethlllg 
Double Crested Cormorant 
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happens is 100 percent. I \Vas at the north end. and, 
ol course. they ,.,ere south . 
''I'm on my wa} ... I told them. 
Thro\\ ing my other plan..;, out the window, I headed 
south. It would Lake a littlt ,.,Julc. The cell phone rang 
agam. It was a different caller whom I've known for years 
and who happened to be hunting at the same area . 
"(huck, we're hunting down here and there's a couph· 
of guys 111 a boat with a set-up next to us shooting at 
cormorants. They have one down on the water." 
He gave me a complete descnption of the boat and 
the location on the lake I callt d onL of my neighboring 
officers to see if he was close, and askt d if he had timt' 
to help me. He sa1d he \\Ould be on h1" way. 
It wasn't too long and the n·ll phone rang again . 
"1 he} 've killed another one." 
I f111ally arnved at the lake and parked I could see 
both the ca llers' boats, but not the suspect So. I got out 
my cell phone. "I'm walkmg along the southea"t bank. 
and I can see a boat Is that them'" I asked . 
"'\o, you ha,·e to walk to the east s1de of the lake and 
th(} 'n halfway up." 
I put the cell phone in my pocket. "Well, of cour'-'t hey're 
clear on the other std<. of the lake. and. of course. it'~ 
raining,'' I thought. I started to hike from llw parking lot. I 
called my partner. who had arrived, and told him I thought 
they had probably put in at the south boat ramp since I had 
not come across their boat trailer and vehicle so far. 
I could hear shooting ahead of me. bnerging from 
some trees on the shore. I stopped to hide behind one 
and glassed the lake with my binoculars ~ure enough, 
they were as the callers de-.;cnbed And. sure t•nough. 
it was going to be a walk. -.;o I started to hike. trying 
to keep as concealed as possible. 
The cell phon(• rang again, and I fumbl(•d for it in my 
pocket. "Chuck, you better hurry, they're picking up 
their decoys." Sure enough, it was going to be a run now. 
Approaching closer. I got on my hands and knees to 
crawl toward them Wet was turning to wetter. There 
was a berm on the shoreline I crawled behind it. within 
15 feet of them l could hear talking, and their waders 
sloshing in the 'A>ater. I peeked over thP top. They \\:ere 
pulling up decoys. I couldn't see into their boat, nor any 
ducks or cormorants. They were laughing so they were 
certainly having a better lime than I was. 
When you've crawled to within 15 feet of someone, 
and you don't want them to see you, what do you think 
the odds are of your cell phone ringing? One hundred 
pe rcent. I grabbed for the phone and quickly opened 
it. nwntally berating myself for not -.;etting tt to vibrate. 
"Chuck. WHERE ARE YOU') TH/<.} 'RF LEAVING!" I 
didn't clare c1nswcr 
With the boat loaded. the two ~tarted to fire up 
the motor rhat created enough noise that I called my 
parltH' r to say they were on the wa) to his location. ThP) 
started across the lake. When it \\as safe. I stood up to 
look around. They had been tied to a \\illow next to the 
lake. And. stuffed into branches of a willow just above 
the waterline. were two dead cormorants 
I called Ill) partner again. ''I've got two dead cormorants. 
I'm gomg to pick them up and head your way." 
"OK, take your lime, I'm watching them. I think they're 
cha~ing a cormorant on the water with their boat." 
I shook my head. "Who are the"e guys?" I thought. 
Lugging m} two new friends, I hiked back to m) truck. 
I picked up the cell phone and called thl..' hunters \\ho had 
helped us Dnvtng to the boat ramp, my fellow officer had 
them tn hand I backed up to their boat and dropped my 
tailgate. "Hemember these?" I asked 
"Yeah, I shot them." 
"Why did you hide them in the tree?" 
"Well, they just didn't look quite right." 
I suppose not. 8 
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